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more people will live in cities by 2050

Source: United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs
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Platforms bridge the gap between 
manufacturing and construction





Platforms combine design, manufacture, and 
procurement principles holistically to ensure a 
greater degree of rationalisation and 
integration





A Platform-based approach to construction



Platforms manifest themselves as a ‘kit of parts’
of pre-engineered components, assemblies and 
products that go together in pre-defined ways







Benefits for clients and the supply chain



Current state



Platform enabled



“Platforms could achieve a 33% reduction 
in capital cost”

* This is a theoretical maximum saving under idealised conditions 
   based on work to date, but we will work towards realising this.







Prototyping 
facility





Potential for wider application in the industry





A platform approach means we will use digitally 
designed components across multiple types 
of asset and apply those components 
wherever possible, minimising the need to 
design bespoke components.

For example, a single component could be used 
as part of a school, hospital, prison building or 
station.

The three principles are:
1. Design for manufacture;
2. Use a Platform approach;
3. Open for manufacture, use and procurement.



https://constructioninnovationhub.org.uk/platform-design-open-call/



Automated design



Platforms = RULES

RULES = Automated Design



different, but just as slow
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Rapid Engineering Model for 
Highways England 

Design Configuration Tool for 
Pre-fabricated Schools

Accelerated design for 
Platform-based Buildings

Automated design
Towards a platforms approach

Configuration Tool for 
Precision Manufactured Housing 



PRISM Design Configuration for Precision Manufactured Homes

prism-app.io







Optimise site layouts using a genetic algorithm



Digital assembly from a known library of components



brydenwood.co.uk/perspectives/178/
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